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Chapter 1 : "Bewitched" The Magic Cabin (TV Episode ) - IMDb
"The Magic of Bewitched Trivia and More" should never have been published. Incomplete, inaccurate and minor trivia at
best. Herbie J. Pilato set the standard of excellence with "Bewitched Forever" and Rita E. Piro's "Elizabeth Montgomery
- A Bewitched Life" met that same standard and is the ideal complement to Mr. Pilato's book.

August 2, at 6: Cynthia was born November , as filming for this episode completed December 10th Cynthia
did not receive an on-screen credit, and nothing is known of any further roles. The policy of the show was to
have Tabitha "grow" a bit faster than a baby would in real life. Therefore it was necessary to hire slightly older
babies every few weeks. Because a law existed that a child under the age of 6 could only work 2 hours per
day. Producers thereafter chose twins to perform the role. As required by California law, a nurse was present
at all times. Even with these precautions, though, the director was limited in his use of the babies to thirty
seconds at a time. They were born on August 16th and were four months old when they filmed their episodes.
Heidi and Laura never received an on-screen credit for their appearances as Tabitha. But her husband Robert
was sure that twins were on the way, and he was right. The casting director was interested enough to invite
them to the studio. Rosemarie was a little nervous at first, but all her fears blew away when she saw how the
babies took to the other actors, the cameras and the lights. As young as they were, they immediately developed
a crush on Dick York, who was the real life father of five children. Their eyes followed him wherever he went.
And they seemed to catch the love of everyone within reach of their tiny fists. Rosemarie said that their
casting had caused a real flurry of excitement in her family. Her husband Robert was amused, but their oldest
daughter Karen, was absolutely thrilled. It would save a lot of work! Although in Rosemarie said she wanted
Heidi and Laura to continue acting as long as it did not interfere with their schooling, nothing is known of any
further roles. The next twins to take the role of Tabitha were identical twins, Julie N. They were born June
24th and were slightly older than the Gentry twins and when they started filming were 6 months old. Julie and
Tamar appeared in a total of 12 episodes and were 10 months old when they finished in the role. They never
received an on-screen credit for their appearances as Tabitha. They had heard so much about child actors
losing their most precious years of childhood that they were repelled at the idea of their children becoming
actors. But a friend of theirs convinced them that twin babies are in great demand in both the movies and
television, and they ought to take advantage of this situation. Arlene and Stephen talked it over and decided to
register the babies with Central Casting. Besides, it need only be a temporary job that would soon peter out.
When they were asked to come to the Bewitched set, Arlene said the girls saw and conquered Elizabeth
Montgomery, Bill Asher, the cast, and even the technical crew. They also gurgled, clapped pink little hands
and rolled their eyes. Imps are what we hired and imps are what we got. Most mothers say their babies are
little angels. She admitted hers were little imps. At first, the Young twins posed a problem. They did not eat at
the same time. One cried for her bottle at 4, the other at 4: Nor were they on the same sleeping regimen, one
preferring to take her nap an hour before her sister. Bill Asher said with satisfaction that in the end, they
discovered that this was really a blessing. It was perfect for the shooting schedule. It meant that one of the
babies was always available for the cameras. Julie and Tamar Young did not continue with acting. Born June
17th , fraternal twins myself, Erin Margaret and my sister, Diane Kathleen Murphy were cast for the role of
Tabitha before the start of the third season. It was one of the most eagerly awaited TV moments in television
history. In fact, a Tabitha Spelt Tabatha vinyl doll and paper doll set were two of the few licensed Bewitched
items made in A whole new set of problems arose in Morning Glory Circle. When at home later Tabitha
demands a toy elephant, Aunt Clara accommodates, but waves up a live polka-dotted one instead. Tabitha can
now not only make her toys fly around, she can now conjure up people into her presence. Then in "Samantha
fights city hall" Nov 28th Tabitha after being double dared by a boy, with a full handed twinkle of her nose,
she slides UP the slide at the park. Amy sobs that she wants to be a butterfly, so Tabitha grants her wish and
Amy the butterfly flies out of the window. Fortunately after much mayhem, Samantha returns Amy so Tabitha
can return her to normal. Darrin gets upset when Tabitha magically recreates her toys in clay in "Samantha the
sculptress" Feb 6th This delighted children watching the show, and sparked creativity, imagination, and a new
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joy in books in much the same way that the Harry Potter book series has done recently. Tabitha twitches her
and Lisa to be polka-dotted so they look more alike. This is the first episode where Tabitha abandoned the
finger-assisted nose twitch for her own unique crossed finger wiggle. This new method then continued through
the final season. Using her witchcraft, Tabitha pops into the studio to lecture Punch. This show featured
Marionettes by the legendary Bob Baker. Since the Stephens could not hire a regular babysitter for their
"gifted" children, viewers got to meet some interesting caregivers during the series for Tabitha and Adam.
Along the way Tabitha had no problem distinguishing Serena from Samantha. Although Bewitched has never
been revived on TV since the series ended, the idea of resurrecting Tabitha was attempted on four different
occasions. Adam was voiced by Michael Morgan. This pilot was broadcast on ABC on April 24, The pilot
was picked up by ABC and aired on May 7, and the series debuted on September 10, and aired for one season
twelve episodes. In this series, Tabitha Stephens was a TV producer. Unfortunately, I was only 13 when the
series aired. The producers of the show wanted the character to be 22 instead. Another cartoon was being
developed during the early s. We met several times at his office. Sadly, the animated series was never
completed. Then it did not appear in the top again until In , the year Bewitched debuted there were only 22
new babies named Tabitha in the US for that year. During the original run of Bewitched, the name of Tabitha
continued in popularity. By the final season in th, with new babies being named Tabitha. Once again
remembering that prior to Bewitched, the name of Tabitha was not in the top new baby names. The two
daughters of actor Edward Andrews were named Tabitha and Abigail. Although Elizabeth only met them
once, she remembered their names, and thought that Tabitha was such an old fashioned name, and loved it.
Tabitha appeared in a total of episodes. Erin Murphy, Diane Murphy Diane and I also appeared in 4 uncredited
episodes 75,76,77, In order of appearance, the actors who appeared in the role of Tabitha were: Me, Erin
Murphy, a total of episodes, and Diane Murphy
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Chapter 2 : The Magic of Bewitched Cookbook: Clients, Cookery and Cocktails by Gina Meyers
"Witch-ever" way you look at it, "The Magic of Bewitched trivia and more" book is a magical, must have. An enchanting
accompaniment to any Bewitched lovers collection. It's an out of this world galaxy guide to trivia, recipes, fun facts,
never before seen photographs, and much more.

November 3, youtube Sony Pictures TV recently green-lighted a pilot for a revamped version of the
supernatural classic sitcom Bewitched. For those who truly loved the original series, here are 14 fun facts
about the show and the actors that might surprise you. The Ashers thought the show had possibilities, and Liz
signed on to be Samantha. While Grimes was still scheduled to play the lead, a young actor named Richard
Sargent was close to being signed on to play Darrin Stephens. His role in They Came To Cordura changed his
life forever. During the second-to-last day of filming Cordura, York was operating a railroad handcar carrying
wounded men. There was no type of surgery that would repair his injuries at that time; instead, the best the
specialists could do was supply him with a steady supply of increasingly strong pain medications. York
managed to work through his severe pain for the first four seasons. In the middle of Season Five, however, he
was run-down and it showed on camera. The replacement doctor instead gave him B, and while filming a
scene with Maurice Evans on a scaffold 15 feet in the air, the hot lights, exhaustion and medications combined
to send York into a seizure. He was rushed to the hospital and never returned to the Bewitched set. Some
Darrin-less episodes were filmed until Dick Sargent took over the role. Montgomery wore progressively looser
clothing to disguise her expanding waistline. Her subsequent two pregnancies were written into the Bewitched
script, adding Tabitha and Adam to the Stephens family. The two Andrews girls are named Tabitha and
Abigail. Honestly, I shudder every time I see it. Her undershot jaw prevented her from landing any leading
lady roles when she took up acting, but she could be counted on as a good comic foil. Four months prior to
receiving a phone call from her agent telling her that William Asher wanted her for a role on his new TV
show, Pearce was diagnosed with ovarian cancer. She told none of her coworkers of her condition, and other
than her being a little tired on the set now and then, no one suspected her of being ill. Pearce passed away in
March , and was awarded a posthumous Outstanding Supporting Actress Emmy Award two months later.
Sandra Gould took over the role of Gladys Kravitz for the remainder of the series. Agnes Moorehead was
often pictured wearing a starburst brooch that was set with 8. Montgomery admired the pin, and when
Moorehead passed away in , she bequeathed it to her TV daughter. You can see Moorehead wearing the
brooch on an episode of Password above. Even though Endora barely tolerated Darrin on the show, off-camera
Moorehead was closer to York than any other cast member. She also admired his acting talent and was not at
all pleased when he was replaced with Dick Sargent. Lorne turned bumbling into an art form with her
portrayal of loveable Aunt Clara. Tragically, Jonathan was a passenger on Pan Am Flight which exploded over
Lockerbie, Scotland, on December 21, , killing all souls on board. David died two years later of a heart attack,
and is inurned with his son in a niche at the Hollywood Forever Cemetery. The plot involved unabashed racist
Mr. Brockway, owner of a toy company whose million-dollar advertising account McMann and Tate was
eager to land. Her spell went haywire and Tabitha ended up with black polka dots on her face and pal Lisa
with white spots. In the end, Samantha explained that all men and women are brothers and sisters despite the
color of their skin, and then for good measure zapped everyone at their Christmas party into blackface when
Mr. Bernard Fox, who played Dr. They were never actually sung over the opening credits, but the Bewitched
theme song does have lyrics.
Chapter 3 : GinaMeyers: Happy Anniversary Bewitched, 50 Years!
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The Magic of Bewitched Trivia and More. Download Download. Hot Best Seller. View. out of 5. Animal Farm: All animals
are equal, but some animals are more equal.

Chapter 5 : Bewitched (TV Series â€“) - IMDb
"This is a very involved book about Bewitched, even if you didn't know much about the show, you do after reading this
book." Anne M. Morrall, Australia Bewitched Fan The Magic of Bewitched has totally cosmic trivia, fabulous fun facts,
rarely seen photographs, Things To Know About Bewitched, and lots more!

Chapter 6 : READ book The Magic of Bewitched Trivia and More FREE BOOOK ONLINE - Video Dailymot
Meyers The Magic of Bewitched Trivia and More pdf, then you've come to the correct website. We have The Magic of
Bewitched Trivia and More doc, txt, PDF, ePub, DjVu forms.

Chapter 7 : The Magic of Bewitched Trivia and More by Gina Meyers
Magic of Bewitched Trivia and More pdf, in that case you come on to the faithful site. We have The Magic of Bewitched
Trivia and More ePub, PDF, doc, txt, DjVu.

Chapter 8 : How Well Do You Know â€œBewitchedâ€•?
Sol Saks, credited onscreen as the creator of Bewitched, has admitted in several interviews that his script for the pilot
episode was inspired by the films I Married a Witch and Bell, Book and Candle.

Chapter 9 : GinaMeyers: I DREAM OF JEANNIE AND BEWITCHED FANS MAGICAL WEEKEND PRESS
When Darrin and Samantha arrive, they feel Larry's directive is more a punishment than relaxing getaway as the cabin is
a dilapidated shack barely standing. Because the conditions are so miserable and the roads back into town are washed
out because of a storm, Darrin relents and allows Samantha to use her magic to transform the interior into a.
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